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Knowing where to look for historical sources and what questions to ask of them, 
such as the questions outlined in the Introduction to this Special Issue, is only part of 
conducting research North of 60. Historians also need to ask themselves about how 
to approach inquiry into the territorial educational past. The North is a place where 
much of what is taken for granted elsewhere about research into the past (or any 
subject, for that matter) may be questioned, or must be modified.

A group of Canada’s most experienced northern historians, of whom there are 
relatively few, issued a call in 2001 to “lessen the distance” between academic his-
torians and northern peoples.1 This is certainly important in geographic terms, but 
can also be applied figuratively to conceptual design, choice of sources, and histori-
cal interpretation. For example, Mary-Ellen Kelm notes significant historiographic 
contributions resulting from the near-necessity to conduct oral history as part of 
documenting First Nations’ histories in the territories, including, most prominently, 
Julie Cruikshank’s research in the Yukon.2 She also points out that interdisciplinarity 
(among history, anthropology, archaeology, medicine, geography, and auto-ethnol-
ogy) has been a strong feature of northern history, resulting “from its desire to grapple 
with complexity.”3 Shelagh Grant outlined some of the “challenges and rewards” of 
Inuit historiography, calling on academic historians to “familiarize themselves with 
the Arctic and its people before contemplating writing” — and by this she meant 
“experience in the field,” with all its associated complicating factors.4

Whereas dialogue on northern historical methodology is not an entirely new con-
versation, I want to illuminate some specific dimensions drawing from recent scholar-
ship on research with Indigenous communities, as well as on sources relevant to histo-
ries of education in particular. I do not presume to suggest that I can prepare histori-
ans adequately to engage with First Peoples’ histories, nor do I speak on behalf of those 
communities. There are no fail-safe tricks at hand, and the work of determining what 
is appropriate, relevant, and do-able must be responsive to how each research project is 
situated in time, space, and relationships. It is important, however, to recognize what 
can be gleaned from existing literature about both the possibilities and constraints of 



working differently within these parameters. For example, elsewhere I have explored 
the field of ethnohistory in relation to the history of education, bringing the meth-
odological commitments of that approach together in conversation with Indigenous 
critiques of the discipline of history.5 In work such as this, it is particularly important 
to maintain openness to colleagues, including Indigenous scholars, working in facul-
ties of education, Native studies, or anthropology.6 Echoing Kelm’s comment above, 
there is little room for disciplinary or methodological rigidity in this context.

In what follows, I discuss five overlapping and interconnected categories of meth-
odological considerations in pursuing histories of education in the territorial North: 
general issues with, and legacies of, research; translating Indigenous ways of know-
ing, being, and doing into the conventions of academia; accommodating locally and 
culturally responsive practices of engaging with the past; ethical considerations; and, 
logistics. All of these considerations are predicated on the assumption that, in one 
way or another, historians will engage in a conversation or relationship with territorial 
residents before they start, during their work, and when it is complete. They may do 
so by consulting with potential partners, listening carefully when they visit the North, 
collecting sources, conducting oral histories, discussing results with participants be-
fore finalization, disseminating their work to Northerners, or by other means.

General Issues with, and Legacies of, Research

While historians, and particularly educational historians, may not have been — to 
date — frequently “seen” around the territories, other researchers have. Members of 
northern communities may have preconceptions about who these researchers are, 
and what they do. Some historians may balk at being lumped in with scientists (or 
even social scientists!), but we need to remember that community members may see 
people from the university as cut from the same cloth.7 There have been negative 
and damaging impressions left on individuals, families, schools, and communities 
by researchers; indeed, such things continue to occur. According to a 2013 report by 
Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami’s National Committee on Education about development of 
an Inuit education research agenda, “We heard the words ‘intrusive’ and ‘belittling’ 
to describe research projects that were viewed as ‘de-humanizing’ — research projects 
that too often were ‘about’ Inuit and not conducted ‘with’ Inuit, or answer ques-
tions important to Inuit.”8 Historians should be aware that community members in 
the territories may approach them and their work with some scepticism. It may be 
important to listen and learn about the history of research, as well as the history of 
schooling, in a particular region, in order to be responsive to those we encounter or 
ask to participate in research.9

Questions of identity politics, representation, and voice are ubiquitous in territorial 
and Indigenous research.10 This need not paralyze prospective historians, but warrants 
thoughtful reflection and willingness to answer questions such as: Who can speak for 
whom? How well are you positioned to do certain kinds of research? How do you 
know what you know? Who invited you here and what will you give back? What good 
does your research do, now and in the future? What does shared authority in history 
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research look like? If you do not do this work, who will — meaning, might the work 
not be done at all, or might it be done by someone with less awareness of northern 
community interests? Should researchers ever push to convince a community that re-
search questions they originally did not support might turn out to be meaningful or 
important? These are questions that other researchers, such as ethnographers, have been 
expected to answer, but historians may still not be well versed in such considerations.

Finally, regarding research issues in general, I suggest that historians think about 
whether partnership is something they value in conducting research into the past, 
and if so, on whose terms a partnership is initiated and pursued.11 In some cases this 
may mean that a research question about the past comes from the community and an 
historian is asked to investigate it with some degree of autonomy. Indeed, this may 
be because members of a community or organization do not have time, capacity, or 
will to participate in the research themselves — but nevertheless value it. In other 
cases an historian may be expected to conduct participatory and community-driven 
research into historical events. They may be asked to partner with, train, or mentor 
Indigenous researchers who could conduct similar projects in the future. Another 
approach might be for the historian to write independently and then go to the com-
munity for feedback, validation, fact-checking, and dissemination of the findings in 
ways that are relevant to local people. Some historians may be Indigenous or, like sev-
eral of the authors in this Special Issue, draw on long residency and participation in 
the institutions and places under study. Affiliation with northern communities, and 
how that serves to imbue research questions with territorial perspectives, takes differ-
ent forms. Also, as discussed in the Introduction, historians may open up stories from 
the territorial North to southern Canadian audiences, help them understand their 
northern neighbours, or shed a different light on national views with the addition of 
northern perspectives. One approach is not better than another, and one formula will 
not work across the board. It is the communities and affected parties — along with 
the specific skills and interests of the historian — that should determine what research 
partnerships look like. I hope historians will be open to those possibilities.

Translating Indigenous Ways of Knowing, Being, and Doing into the 
Conventions of Academia

Establishing respectful and responsible relationships with people in the territories 
almost guarantees that an historian will have to grapple with this second category of 
issues. The historiographical implications of working with ideas generated by peo-
ple working within, or in relation to, Indigenous epistemologies and ontologies are 
exceedingly complex, as Julie Cruikshank’s work has demonstrated.12 Robin Jarvis 
Brownlie asserts that a large part of the reluctance in academic history to integrate 
Indigenous knowledge can be attributed to an attachment to rational foundational-
ism and normative epistemologies connected to Euro-western and Enlightenment 
frameworks.13 And as Michael Marker has pointed out, history classrooms have usu-
ally been particularly uncomfortable places for Indigenous students due to the com-
mon refusal to acknowledge Indigenous interpretations of the past.14 Perhaps it is 
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partly because of this legacy that there are few Indigenous adults who have felt wel-
come to become historians.15

One of the ways in which differing — and potentially conflicting — interpretive 
paradigms reveal themselves is in the use of, and criteria for, credible sources. For 
example, how should historians use the observations of explorers, anthropologists, 
Hudson’s Bay Company staff members, or representatives of the state such as RCMP 
members or nurses, to represent or interpret the experiences of First Peoples in the 
past? Should we believe the statement made by a person working for the state that 
Indigenous parents gave permission for their children to go to residential schools? 
It is most likely there will be no other documentary sources — what then? While in 
some contexts the memories of individuals might be superseded by the administra-
tive or government record, in Inuit society, for example, individuals’ memories and 
differing truths are held in high regard and are not typically questioned or considered 
invalid when shown to be inconsistent with the official record.16

Locally and Culturally Responsive Practices of Engaging with the Past

The third category, deeply intertwined with the first two, is attending to how an 
historian might best accommodate locally and culturally responsive practices and 
protocols by which Northerners engage with knowledge about the past.17 Again, few 
generalizations can be made, as Inuit, Métis, and First Nations have different ways of 
documenting, performing, or sharing historical knowledge. I suggest that non-Indig-
enous Northerners may also be consulted about community expectations for inquiry 
into the past, as they can sometimes communicate or translate community expecta-
tions effectively for individuals who originate outside the territories. Historians may 
need to learn the cultural and linguistic expectations and practices that surround 
oral history as it was traditionally practised, and as it has come to be practised now. 
This may involve protocols and relationship building necessary for working with 
Indigenous Elders and accessing their traditional knowledge or memories.18 Working 
with Elders or using oral testimony that was recorded in the past almost inevitably in-
volves linguistic translation, which can itself become a challenge in producing high-
quality interpretations and representations — not to mention the expense in time and 
money.19 Indeed, even when English is used, it is used variously and variably, and one 
must take great care to learn how to listen and make meaning if one has not been 
educated or raised in that culture. Some potential informants may feel they are not 
the best expert on the history in question and recommend consultation with another 
Elder, or someone who has since left the community.20 Showing respect for such 
community-driven views of how history should be done is important for establishing 
reciprocal relationships with territorial residents.

Ethical Considerations

The historiographical or methodological decisions we make are inextricable from 
ethical considerations, and here I understand ethics to mean something beyond 
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the bare minimum required by review boards, and closer to the sense advocated by 
Indigenous communities.21 However, in the territories there are additional formal 
steps to consider because of the necessity to conduct consultation in securing a re-
search licence, and other obligations associated with licences. In Nunavut and the 
Northwest Territories, if social science research of any kind involves interviews or par-
ticipation (i.e., anything beyond the use of public documents), it is necessary to apply 
for a research licence.22 Even for just one interview, an historian must seek permis-
sion. And frequently, to secure the research licence, it is necessary to submit evidence 
of having institutional ethics approval from the university with which one is affili-
ated. So while historians may not be accustomed to being asked, for example, “what 
are the risks associated with participating in your research,” they must at least begin 
to consider these questions when securing permission to proceed. In many cases com-
munities may not provide specific feedback or comments to researchers following a 
review of their plans and intentions, but taking this process seriously — rather than 
seeing it as a hoop-jumping exercise — is worthwhile because it should prompt one 
to engage with all the considerations listed thus far.

I encountered a situation where the Nunavut Research Institute advised me that 
the type of research I was conducting did not require a licence, and yet an interested 
party in Nunavut did not feel comfortable with my work without one, so I was stuck 
in a grey zone between jurisdictions and judgements of appropriate permissions.23 
Ethical considerations also do not end after “clearing” research ethics boards or li-
censing processes, but rather warrant ongoing consideration as and when method-
ological approaches are undertaken or change during the inquiry. Elsewhere I explain 
significant changes to the design of my doctoral research methodology when the edu-
cational history project I originally proposed and was licenced for — predicated on 
numerous interviews and a focus group — no longer suited the political and admin-
istrative context of my work.24 In that case, it felt more ethical to reduce the number 
of participants, and consequently change the story that was told, than to negotiate 
potential risks or responsibilities associated with a delicate community balance. In 
other words, researchers may sometimes need to pull back from engagement in order 
to honour the ability and willingness of communities to support research at different 
times and in different places.

Logistics

Lastly, the dreaded issue of logistics.25 Many historians do not consider going North 
to begin with because of the distance, costs, and time associated with travel. Certainly 
some information and details about archival materials can be accessed from south-
ern Canada but, for the most part, historians need to be on site and see the sources, 
whether they be people or documents. Indeed, sources one might never have expected 
can arise in visits to the territories — such as a long conversation on a plane ride to get 
there, or a box found on the top shelf in a library while looking for something else. 
How does one secure the support to get to the North for all the reasons and occasions 
it may be necessary: to build research relationships or do preliminary consultations, 
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to track down participants or sources, to spend time learning about the context, to 
review the sources carefully, to secure input into the analysis and to disseminate the 
findings?26 With travel easily costing double what it would to fly across southern 
Canada, as well as the expenses when one arrives, these implications are significant. I 
was recently in Rankin Inlet for a workshop and ended up having three extra days of 
expenses due to bad weather delays. For large institutions or northern organizations 
these extra costs may be absorbed, but for graduate students or researchers operating 
on a stretched budget they can be prohibitive.

Securing research funding from sources such as the Social Sciences and Humanities 
Research Council of Canada involves mediating between the priorities, expectations, 
and timelines set out by the funder and those set out by “the North” — which can 
differ substantially. Historians will have to be creative and persuasive in seeking the 
necessary funding to conduct their projects well; drawing on local resources may be 
the best way to ensure money is being spent effectively. Technology makes it increas-
ingly possible to share sources digitally, but more investment is needed by the organi-
zations holding collections, as well as individual researchers who make use of records 
and could do more to share them. This is all the more reason to make a long-term 
commitment to territorial research, which may diminish the stress associated with 
establishing and maintaining the logistics associated with doing history North of 60.

Conclusions

I would like to end with a list of the concomitant rewards of northern educational 
history, but as many historians likely know, rewards are never guaranteed in our 
inquiries into the past — nor should they be. A northern teacher has told me that 
my work is “pretty dry.” But, I have also spoken with northern teachers who have 
told me that something in my work resonated deeply with them. Those are the most 
rewarding moments I have experienced. As is evident from my approach here, I ad-
vocate that benefits ought to accrue to Northerners as a result of historical inquiry 
into their educational past. This is certainly the case for those historians who expect 
to receive accreditation (like graduate students), funding, merit on their publication 
record, royalties from publishing, or academic prestige from their work.27 These are 
the things historians must grapple with, part of the privilege and responsibility of 
doing this work, as well as the challenge inherent in it.

Educational historians might do well to begin reaching out to one another and 
creating a dialogue about what kinds of expectations communities, schools, research 
licencing bodies, and institutions have for what constitutes ethical relationships in 
research about the past. Independent scholars, public historians, community- or 
institutionally-appointed researchers located in the territories, or those who pursue 
research under other circumstances — and from other disciplines — may have much 
to teach academic researchers about negotiating these methodological complexities. 
And much could be offered in return. Sharing questions and experiences should be 
a place to start, so that we do not re-make the same mistakes as researchers in the 
past, or try to re-invent the wheel.28 The authors published here all continue to look 
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for suggestions and to learn more about pursuing useful and creative research into 
the past that responds to the context in which it is situated. This Special Issue ends, 
then, with an invitation to territorial educational historians: let’s create a community, 
pursue an inclusive conversation about these topics, and grow together.
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